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WHEREAS, Virginia Tech Graduate Assistantship contracts (including Teaching, Administrative,
and Research Assistantships) use a template format with vague details of job duties and lack
guidelines regarding specific working hours (See Appendix 1); and
WHEREAS, stated in Virginia Tech Graduate Assistantship contracts, “the amount of work-time
pay may vary from week to week. Specific assignment of duties will be made at a later date,”
graduate students find themselves in a subservient position to their supervisors’ wishes
regarding job responsibilities and weekly work hours; and
WHEREAS, Virginia Tech Graduate Assistantship contracts advise students to “check with your
supervisor regarding your work schedule over University holidays” (Appendix 1, page 1), giving
supervisors power to mandate students work during University holidays (e.g., fall and spring
breaks, winter holidays); and
WHEREAS, researchers found graduate students experienced high rates of stress related to
supervisor-supervisee and faculty member relationships, funding and debt (see Appendix 2) as
well as high rates of depression, anxiety and burnout (see Appendix 3); and
WHEREAS, Rutgers University, a peer institution to Virginia Tech, mandates that Graduate
Assistants work no more than an average of their weekly required hours and gives their
Graduate Assistants the power to file a grievance with their Office of Academic Labor Relations
when necessary (see Appendix 4); and
WHEREAS, Virginia Tech has a responsibility to foster the well-being of graduate student
employees by providing clear employment guidelines and support for graduate students who

experience high rates of stress due to inappropriate work conditions (e.g. expectation to work
more hours than stipulated, unclear job duties); and
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that Graduate Assistantships for Teaching,
Administrative, and Research Assistantships, will state general job duties, mandate average
weekly working hours of 20 hours or less, provide guidelines for graduate employee time-off,
and state a specific grievance procedure that protects graduate students from retaliation when
utilized; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED we recognize that departments need flexibility when offering
assistantship contracts, so graduate assistants shall meet with their supervisors either before
the semester or within the first two weeks of the semester to agree on a list of duties, to be
approved by the Graduate School or department. The list shall become binding on both student
and supervisor agreement, giving students a document to reference if making complaints about
excessive work requirements; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Graduate School will be put in charge of maintaining
compliance for this policy change and regularly evaluating best practices internally. This
resolution should additionally be considered in light of GPSS 2021-2022O, should it pass, to
holistically reevaluate graduate contracts as a whole and graduate students should be made the
stakeholder portion of such a task force. There should also be special considerations for the
ways that graduate students were especially disadvantaged by the pandemic through these
institutional gaps and these should be addressed.
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